The light elemental solutes B, C, N, and O can penetrate the surface of Mg alloys and diffuse during heat treatment or high temperature application, forming undesirable compounds. We investigate the diffusion of these solutes by determining their stable interstitial sites and the interpenetrating network formed by these sites. We use density functional theory (DFT) to calculate the site energies, migration barriers, and attempt frequencies for these networks to inform our analytical model for bulk diffusion. Due to the nature of the networks, O diffuses isotropically, while B, C, and N diffuse anisotropically. We compute the elastodiffusion tensor which quantifies changes in diffusivity due to small strains that perturb the diffusion network geometry and the migration barriers. The DFT-computed elastic dipole tensor which quantifies the change in site energies and migration barriers due to small strains is used as an input to determine the elastodiffusion tensor. We employ the elastodiffusion tensor to determine the effect of thermal strains on interstitial diffusion and find that B, C, and N diffusivity increases on crystal expansion, while O diffusivity decreases. From the elastodiffusion and compliance tensors we calculate the activation volume of diffusion and find that it is positive and anisotropic for B, C and N diffusion, whereas it is negative and isotropic for O diffusion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnesium and its alloys have found increased application in the automotive industry due to their higher strength-to-weight ratio than steel and aluminum alloys, which reduces vehicle weight leading to increase in fuel efficiency [1] [2] [3] . Mg alloys interact with the surrounding gaseous atmosphere during their application which can lead to the penetration of light impurity elements. These impurities can also get introduced due to interaction with reactive gases during heat treatment, leading to the formation of oxide layers on the surface or precipitates at grain boundaries which can be detrimental to strength 2, 4 . Experiments have
shown that O, C and N can react with Mg to form oxides, carbides and nitrides 2 . Boron is used for Fe removal during Mg processing 2 , but a small amount of B may be retained as an impurity. The penetration of these impurities into bulk is governed by thermally activated processes and a detailed study of their diffusion mechanisms can provide insights that may help to mitigate them.
There have been few theoretical studies on the behavior of light elements in hcp metals. We analyze the diffusion of B, C, N and O in the dilute limit in hcp Mg using DFT calculations to inform an analytical diffusion model 11, 12 . We also study the changes in diffusivities due to strain from thermal expansion. Section II details the DFT parameters used to determine the energetics of interstitial sites and the migration barriers between them. Section III lays out the inputs for the diffusion model: probabilities of occupying sites, connectivity networks between these sites and the transition rates for these networks.
We derive analytical expressions for interstitial diffusivity in hcp crystals and apply them to diffusion of B, C, N and O in Mg. We find that the O diffusion is isotropic while B, C, and N diffusion is anisotropic. Section IV discusses the elastic dipole tensors of solutes at interstitial sites and transition states, which determine the changes in the transition energetics of solutes due to small strains. Section V defines the elastodiffusion tensor 11, [13] [14] [15] , which quantifies the effect of small strains on diffusivity and discusses the sign inversion behavior of elastodiffusion components with temperature. We find that the activation volume of O diffusion is negative which leads to an increase in O diffusion under hydrostatic pressure. We also find that the diffusivity of O decreases with thermal expansion while the diffusivity of B, C and N increases.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We perform the DFT calculations using the Vienna ab-initio simulation package vasp 16 which is based on plane wave basis sets. The projector-augmented wave psuedopotentials 17 generated by Kresse 18 describe the nuclei and the valence electrons of solutes and Mg atoms.
The solute atoms B, C, N, and O are described by [He] 
We also determine the site energy for a solute X as a substitutional defect, E sub ,
where E(Mg 95 + X sub 1 ) is the energy of supercell where one of the Mg atoms is substituted by a solute atom X. Both the interstitial site energy E α and the substitutional site energy E sub for solute X are referenced to its elemental state. The energy differences ∆E = E α − E sub for the solutes B, C, N and O are -1.48, -3.23, -4.34 and -4.19 eV, where α is the interstitial site with the lowest energy, and is independent of the reference state for the solutes. Since, the energies of interstitial sites are lower than the substitutional site, these solutes are likely to diffuse through networks of interstitial sites. We use CNEB with one image 22 to locate the transition state between two interstitial sites. Similar to Eq. 1, the energy E α-β of the transition state between site α to site β is referenced to the elemental state of X
where E α-β (Mg 96 + X 1 ) is the energy at the transition state obtained from a CNEB calculation. We report the interstitial site energies and the transition state energies relative to the interstitial site with the lowest energy, which is independent of the reference state for the solutes.
III. DIFFUSION MODEL
We calculate the occupation probabilities at interstitial sites and transition rates for diffusion pathways from DFT-computed site energies, transition state energies, and vibrational frequencies. The probability ρ α of a solute occupying a particular site α at temperature T is
This expression ignores interstitial-interstitial interaction, and is exact in the dilute concentration limit. We compute the vibrational frequencies of a state using the one atom approximation by diagonalizing the dynamical matrices corresponding to the interstitial atom. 23 The dynamical matrices are obtained from the forces induced on interstitial atoms by small displacements (±0.01Å) from their equilibrium positions, while keeping the other atoms fixed. From transition state theory, the rate λ α-β for a solute to transition from site α to site β at temperature T is
The attempt frequency ν * α-β for the α to β transition is calculated using the Vineyard expression 24 , which is the product of vibrational frequencies ν α,p at the initial site α divided by the product of real vibrational frequencies ν α-β,q at the transition state
At equilibrium, the transition between site α and site β obeys detailed balance A solute at a t site can jump to three neighboring o sites which are all lying either above or below the t site with λ t-o , and to one neighboring t site lying either above or below with λ t-t . A solute at a dh site can jump to one neighboring h site with λ dh-h and to two nearest dh sites in the same basal plane with λ dh-dh . Figure 3 shows the energies for the interstitial sites and the transition states of active diffusion pathways for all four solutes. Active diffusion pathways for a solute are determined by its set of stable sites. The set of stable sites for B is {o, dh}, for C it is {o, h, c, dh}, for N it is {o, h, c} and for O it is {o, t}. All DFT energies are relative to the lowest-energy site which is the ground state. 25 The o site is the ground state for B, C and N, while the t formed by the stable sites, in terms of occupation probabilities and transition rates. We follow the approach of near-equilibrium thermodynamics to calculate the diffusivity D by finding a steady state solution for the system in equilibrium distribution with a small perturbation in the chemical potential gradient of the solute 11 . The derived analytical expressions for solute diffusivity are made up of bare mobilities and correlation effects. Table I lists are functions of transition rates (λ) between interstitial sites and the occupation probability of each type of interstitial site. The occupation probability of each type of site is the product of ρ (from Eq. 4) and its multiplicity in the unit cell. The occupation probability for any o, h, t, dh and c site is 2ρ o , 2ρ h , 4ρ t , 6ρ dh and 6ρ c , respectively. These analytical expressions for diffusivity are valid for any interstitial solute diffusing in an hcp crystal with lattice parameters a and c and having a set of stable interstitial sites corresponding with that network for a Markovian diffusion process.
particular sites (dh and t) are unbalanced : the sum β λ α-β δx α−β = 0 for displacements δx α−β from site α to β. This leads to a correlated random walk where, for example, if an interstitial is in a tetrahedral site with a low t-t barrier it is very likely to be in that same tetrahedral site after two jumps; hence, a large (anti)correlation between the displacement vector in subsequent jumps. The analytical expressions are applicable in any hcp crystal for any solute having a set of interstitial sites corresponding with that network for a Markovian diffusion process. Our expression for the set of sites {o, h, c} agree with the expression for O diffusing in α-Ti 7 . In the case of t-t jumps which tend to have low barriers, the assumption of "independent" tetrahedral sites becomes invalid; instead, the pair is similar to a superbasin which thermalizes rapidly, and the λ t-t disappears from the diffusivity as λ t-t → ∞.
The site energies and site prefactors, as well as the attempt frequencies and transition state energies of all the transitions for B, C, N and O, is available in tabular form 26 . Figure 4 shows that O diffuses isotropically while B, C, and N diffuse anisotropically. B
and C diffuse faster in the basal plane than along the c-axis while N diffuses faster along the c-axis than in the basal plane. The analytical expressions in Table I give the diffusivity 9 1000/T . (Fig. 4) . For each solute, the comparison between the activation energy for diffusion Q and the migration energies of individual transitions (see Fig. 3 Solute Network one transition type contributes to both diffusivities.
IV. ELASTIC DIPOLE TENSOR
The elastic dipole tensor quantifies the elastic interaction energy between an external strain field and the point defect in the small strain limit. The dipole tensor is equal to the negative derivative of elastic energy E with respect to strain ε. The elastic dipole components P ij are computed from the stress tensor σ after relaxing the ions while keeping the supercell shape and volume V fixed in the presence of the interstitial 27 ,
The elastic dipole tensor determines the change in site energies and transition state energies of interstitial solutes due to small strain. The site energy E α(s) (ε) of α with orientation vector s under small strain ε is approximated by the linear relation
where E α (0) is the site energy of α in the unstrained cell and P α(s),ij are the elastic dipole components of site α with orientation s. In the infinitesimal strain limit, the sites and 11 network topology remains unchanged; with larger finite strains, sites may become unstable or change the network topology, which requires a new analysis of network. The vector s distinguishes the multiple sites of the same type which are present in an hcp unit cell. The orientation of c site is defined as the vector connecting it to the nearest o site and the orientation of dh site is defined as the vector connecting it to the nearest h site. In a hcp unit cell (see Fig. 1 ), there are two o, two h, four t, six c and six dh sites. In an unstrained cell, multiple sites of the same type have the same energy. However, strain can cause these sites to become nonequivalent in energy depending on their elastic dipole tensor which may depend on their site orientation. The dipoles for o, h, and t sites are independent of their orientation vector while the dipole for c and dh sites depend on their orientation vector.
Similarly, the transition state energy E v α(s)-β(s ) (ε) for site α of orientation s to site β of orientation s under strain is
where v is the vector from site α to β, E α-β (0) is the v-independent transition state energy in the unstrained cell and P We diagonalize the elastic dipole tensors along three principal axes (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ), and report the diagonalized entries entries (P 11 , P 22 , P 33 ) and principal axes. From Table III, From Table IV, are transformed by 120
• rotations about the c-axis; call that transformation matrix R. The dipole tensors for the other two equivalent sites s are
where P α(s) is the representative dipole tensor and R transforms s to s . Similarly, the dipole tensors of all the other sites are calculated using their associated transformation matrices.
The same operations are carried out for all the transition state dipole tensors based on the symmetry of the transition vectors v. The dipole data in Cartesian basis for all these equivalent sites and equivalent transitions for B, C, N and O are available in tabular form 26 .
This dipole tensor data is used to estimate changes in site energies and the changes in migration barriers of transitions under strain using Eqs. 10 and 11, which are inputs to the elastodiffusion tensor calculations.
V. ELASTODIFFUSION TENSOR
Strain affects the diffusivity of solutes by changing the jump vectors and migration barriers of the diffusion network. The first order strain dependence of diffusivity is represented with the elastodiffusion tensor 11,13-15 d
and is derived using perturbation theory 11, 12 . The contribution d geom to the elastodiffusion tensor from the changes in jump vectors is
where δ ij are the Kronecker deltas. Hence, if the diffusivity has Arrhenius temperature dependence, then so does the geometric term in the elastodiffusion tensor. The contribution d mb from changes in the migration barriers is determined by the elastic dipole tensors of the migration barriers and sites. The elastic dipole tensor of a transition state relative to initial site determines the rate of that transition under strain and the elastic dipole tensor of interstitial site determine the occupation probability of that site under strain. The term d mb is the sum of contributions from each transition; these contributions are proportional to the product of the inverse temperature, transition rate, and difference of transition state dipole and thermal average dipole of interstitial sites. The contribution from one transition can be represented as
where the elastic dipole terms are absorbed in the "prefactor" d 0 , which has units of eV · m 2 s −1 , and E is the barrier of the dominant transition. For d 44 of B, the geometric contribution is dominant and is best described with an Arrhenius fit The symmetry of the hexagonal closed-packed crystal reduce the number of unique elastodiffusion components to six. We use Voigt notation, similar to elastic constants, to represent the indices of the fourth rank tensor as both diffusivity and strain are symmetric second rank tensors. The reduction by symmetry is the same as the elastic constants, except that d ij is not necessarily equal to d ji . In the case of hcp, the non-zero elastodiffusion elements Table V while the o-h transition dominates below the crossover. The sign inversion behavior of different components suggest that the diffusivity under strain will have contrasting features around a specific temperature which we observe for the activation volume of diffusion and for the effect of thermal expansion on diffusion.
Activation volume of diffusion
The elastodiffusion tensor together with the elastic compliance tensor computes the activation volume of diffusion. The activation volume of diffusion V ij describes the pressure p dependence of diffusivity as where D ij (0) is the diffusivity tensor components at zero pressure. The activation volume is calculated using
where d is the elastodiffusivity tensor and S is the elastic compliance tensor. In the case of interstitial diffusion, the activation volume is equal to the migration volume of a jump: the volume change between the transition state and initial state 28 . Due to the temperature-induced softening of the elastic constants 29 , the activation volume of basal and c-axis diffusion increases by ∼14% and ∼15% from 300K to 923K for all four solutes.
1000/T . Thermal expansion effect on diffusion Figure 7 shows that thermal expansion increases the diffusivity of B, C and N, but decreases the diffusivity of O up to 740K. The fit of experimental thermal expansion data to temperature 32 is used to estimate thermal strain. Thermal expansion is nearly isotropic in the temperature range 300K to 923K, reaching a maximum value of 2%. For B, C and N, both basal and c-axis diffusivities increase upon thermal expansion, with N experiencing the largest effect of more than 100% increase in diffusivity at T > 816K. Under thermal strain, O diffusion remains isotropic due to the dominating t-o transitions which contribute equally 20 to diffusion in the basal plane and along the c-axis. Above 740K the O diffusivity is greater compared to its strain free diffusivity as expected due to thermal expansion. However, below 740K the O diffusivity is lower compared to its strain free diffusivity. This non-montonic behavior of O diffusivity with thermal expansion is due to the sign inversion of five of the elastodiffusion tensor components.
VI. CONCLUSION
We determine the stable interstitial sites, migration barriers, diffusivities, and elasto- understanding interstitial solute kinetics under strain can be helpful in studying the solute diffusivity in the heterogeneous strain fields due to dislocations or other defects.
